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Preface 

 

 

Figure 1: The Selfish gene [Dawkins] 

 

I was a young mathematics professor at MIT when I began reading Richard 

Dawkins’ “The Selfish Gene” about the primacy of genes in Darwinian evolution 

[Dawkins].  In the last chapter, Dawkins introduced what he called “memes” – 

analogues of genes that resided in peoples’ brains rather than in molecules of DNA.  I 

recall saying to myself: Oh, that’s how it all works. 

How what works? Pretty much everything.   

As a mathematician, I had long been aware of the work of logicians Alan Turing 

(the father of computer science) and Steven Kleene (the discoverer of the so called 

“recursion theorem”), and it had been apparent to me, and to others who cared about 

such things, that their results implied that the things stored in computers (which I later 

called cenes) were also analogues of genes.   
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I was really struck by all of this and spent the next 40 years trying to put the 

pieces together.  

It was clear from the start that genes, memes, and cenes must all obey Darwin’s 

laws: survival of the fittest, mutation and natural selection.  But with time it became 

clear that Darwin’s laws are often misunderstood, and that there were other laws, not 

previously described, that must also apply.  It also became clear that these laws did 

not just apply to genes, memes, and cenes, but to a larger class of things I came to 

call “prenes”2.   

Genes have long ago become central to the study of biological evolution; I came 

to believe that memes and cenes have the potential to occupy a similar position with 

respect to the study of societal and computer evolution.  

I had wanted to write a grand theory of prenes.  I did not succeed.  But, it is my 

hope that future researchers can use this book as a starting point to create such a 

theory.   

As it is, the book will let you see the world from my prene-centric point of view. 

The next time you run for president, fight a war, or just deal with the ordinary problems 

that humans are heir to, perhaps the prene-centric perspective will be of use. If you 

want to understand why you will die, or if you need guidance on achieving greatness, 

prenes may help here as well.  If you are confused about where the “computer 

revolution” is headed, then prenes will provide some answers.  

Prenes were here long before you were, and they will remain long after you are 

gone. While you are here, they will have an extraordinary influence on every aspect of 

your life.  

One of the virtues of the prene-centric view is its generality. I will use prenes to 

discuss bacteria, bees, computers, history, humans, literature, music, politics, religion, 

                                            

 

2 “genes”, “cenes” and “prenes” rhyme 
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science, and viruses (both biological and computer), to name a few.  Unfortunately, in 

many of these areas I am not an expert.  No doubt, this and other factors have led to 

mistakes, over-simplifications, and speculations that the future will determine to be 

unwarranted.  

Finally, some of your treasured beliefs may not be given the respect they 

deserve. I apologize. 
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Memes, Genes, and Cenes  

 

 

Figure 2: The fathers of Prene-theory [fathers] 

  

In 1859, Charles Darwin published On the Origin of Species describing 

evolution in Nature [Darwin].  In 1956, Watson and Crick published a paper on the 

structure of DNA [Watson-Crick], and it became clear that the primary actors in 

Nature’s evolution were genes. In 1936, Alan Turing published his paper on the 

Entscheidungsproblem, launching the computer revolution [Turing].  In 1938, Stephen 

Kleene proved the recursion theorem [Kleene], and it became clear that things stored 

in computers (e.g. stored as sequences of zeros and ones on a silicon chip) were 

analogues of genes and that computers also participated in Darwinian evolution.  I 
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came to call those things stored in computers “cenes” (portmanteau from computers 

and genes). In 1976, Richard Dawkins, published The selfish-gene [Dawkins], and, in 

the final chapter of that book, introduced the notion that beliefs and other things that 

reside in brains could be copied from brain to brain and mutate within brains. He called 

these things: “memes” (coining the term). I will call the collection of all of these things 

and more: “prenes” (from primary and genes).  

Memes, genes and cenes are “alive”; they reproduce, mutate and evolve 

according to Darwinian laws.  Darwin taught us that the struggle of the genes can 

create and destroy species.  As we shall see, the struggle of prenes can create and 

destroy religions, governments, and other institutions.  The struggle of the cenes is in 

its infancy, but they are evolving rapidly, and their struggle may well determine the fate 

of humanity.  

In this book, we will start to build a theory of prenes. We will discover some of 

the laws that govern prenes, and we will explore the real-world implications of prene-

theory.  
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What is a prene?3  

To be, or not to be, that is the question -William Shakespeare 

Hamlet’s soliloquy. It is stored in books as a sequence of letters.  It is stored in 

computers as a sequence of zeros and ones.  It is stored in peoples’ brains in a 

manner yet to be elucidated by science.  

 

 

 

 

                                            

 

3 I will give one of many possible definitions.  The reader may prefer (at least initially) to think of 
a prene as a “unit of information”.  

Figure 3: The Hamlet's-soliloquy-prene stored in the Brandeis First Folio (left), on a computer as 
a cene (middle), in Lawrence Olivier’s brain as a meme (right). 

[Shakespeare] 
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While books, computers and brains are physical objects, we will treat Hamlet’s 

soliloquy as non-physical.  We will call these non-physical things that are stored in 

physical objects “prenes”. 

Like Hamlet’s soliloquy, the smallpox genome is a prene. The smallpox genome 

is not a molecule of DNA, nor is it a sequence of A’s, T’s, C’s, and G’s in a computer; 

rather, each molecule of DNA in a smallpox virus is storing the smallpox-genome-

prene, and each computer with the appropriate sequence of A’s, T’s, C’s, and G’s is 

also storing it. 

A prene stored in a brain will be called a meme, one stored in a computer will be 

called a cene, and one stored (as a sequence) in a nucleic-acid molecule (e.g. DNA or 

RNA) will be called a gene.  So, the Hamlet’s-soliloquy-prene is both a meme and a 

cene, and the smallpox-genome-prene is both a gene and a cene. What makes genes, 

memes, and cenes especially worthy of study is that, roughly speaking, they alone 

have mastered the art of self-replication.   

A prene may be stored in many physical objects at the same time. For example, 

currently, the Hamlet’s-soliloquy-prene may be stored in millions of books, millions of 

computers, and thousands of brains.  

The most important thing to know about a prene is its current copy number - the 

number of distinct physical objects in which it is stored at this moment.  If that number 

drops to zero, the prene has gone extinct.   

For example, it is well known that some of Shakespeare’s plays have been lost; 

so, baring a miraculous find, the prenes these plays contained have gone extinct. The 

same can be said for the genome-prenes of many ancient creatures.  

 

  

All prenes struggle to avoid extinction 
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In light of Darwin, it is easy to see how the smallpox virus, and hence the 

smallpox-genome-prene it stores, has struggled, but how has the Hamlet’s-soliloquy-

prene struggled?   To understand that, we will need a more refined view of prenes. 
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Prene migration 

The gene-world, the meme-world, and the cene-world are all parts of the prene-

world.  Each is a theater of operation in the grand struggle of prenes to survive.  While 

it is sometimes useful to focus on one of these worlds at a time, we should not lose 

sight of the fact that prenes can migrate between worlds.  When prenes exploit this 

opportunity to travel, it can have deadly consequences for humanity. 

  

Figure 4: The smallpox virus. Dead or just playing possum? 

 

The following editorial appeared in the Oct 16, 2014 edition of the New York 

Times. For obvious reasons, I did not use the language of prenes, but, at its core, that 

is what it is about.  It addresses the question: has smallpox been eradicated?  The 

world has always looked at this as a question of biology, that is, as a question about 

the gene-world, but when looked at in terms of the prene-world as a whole, the view is 

strikingly different.  

 

By Leonard Adleman 

Los Angeles 
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On Oct. 16, 1975, 3-year-old Rahima Banu of Bangladesh became the last 

human infected with naturally occurring smallpox (variola major). When her 

immune system killed the last smallpox virus in her body, it also killed the last 

such smallpox virus in humans. In what is arguably mankind’s greatest 

achievement, smallpox was eradicated. 

Our war with this smallpox virus was brutal. It appears likely that the virus 

killed about one billion of us. Initially, our only defense was our immune system, 

but eventually we developed new tools, including vaccination. In the late 1950s, 

the World Health Organization began responding to outbreaks by vaccinating 

everyone in the surrounding area to prevent the virus from spreading. By 1975, 

we had won. 

The smallpox virus had only a single host species: us. Other viruses have 

multiple hosts. For example, some strains of flu live in both humans and pigs, 

hence “swine flu.” If smallpox had had a second host, eradicating it in humans 

would have been of little value, since it would have thrived in its second host and 

later re-emerged in humans. 

A few samples of the virus are still kept in special labs: one in the United States 

and one in Russia. We don’t bother vaccinating against smallpox anymore; if the 

virus escapes from one of these labs, the war will begin again. Currently, there 

is debate about whether these samples should be destroyed or kept for scientific 

purposes. 

But the debate should be broadened. Even if we destroy those samples, the war 

is not over; the smallpox virus has now found a second host. It is not the pig. In 

fact, it is not even what we think of as a living thing. It is the computer. 

This is not some conceptual game. This is real and life-threatening. 

If you search online, you can find the sequence for the smallpox genome. It is a 

word written with the letters A, T, C and G. The word is about 185,000 letters 

long. It is the word that tells cells to make smallpox viruses. The sequence was 

stored on a computer in the early 1990s, when a research team led by J. Craig 

Venter obtained it using a biotechnical process applied to a sample of the virus. 
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Of course, a word in a computer file cannot kill you. Well, yes and no. In the 

1990s, I ran a biotechnology laboratory. In my lab there was a machine much 

like a soda dispenser, only in this case the reservoirs were filled with chemicals. 

If I typed in a short word of my choice using the letters A, T, C and G, the 

machine would squirt one chemical after another into a test tube. When it was 

done, the test tube would contain trillions of molecules of DNA. Each would look 

like a necklace, with molecules of adenine, thymine, cytosine and guanine (the 

building blocks of DNA) strung according to the word I had typed. 

At that time, the 10,000-letter sequence of the H.I.V. genome was available 

online. I contemplated using my machine, together with well-known biotechnical 

methods, to create, de novo, the H.I.V. genome — an actual molecule identical 

to that found in H.I.V. viruses living in the wild. I had reason to believe that 

inserting such a synthetic molecule into a living human cell would cause the cell 

to manufacture full-blown H.I.V. viruses that could then be transmitted from 

person to person and cause AIDS. 

I decided not to do the experiment, but I began to worry. If I could do it, so could 

others with high-tech labs. 

Which brings us back to smallpox. Might someone resurrect it? You may think 

this is mere speculation, but in 2002, scientists used the approach just described 

to produce an infectious polio virus. It is possible that the great labs, with great 

scientists, the best equipment and substantial funds, could overcome the 

considerable challenges that exist and resurrect smallpox right now. Before too 

long, more modest labs may be able to accomplish the same thing. 

I am worried, but also amazed. Smallpox has miraculously and unconsciously 

saved itself through an extraordinary act of evolution. After thousands of years, 

it was on the verge of extinction; it existed in one small girl, and just before that 

girl’s immune system killed its last living member, a sample was taken and 

stored in a lab. Years later, that sample was used by another lab to sequence the 

viral genome. The sequence was placed on a computer, infecting a new 

“species” that had just come into existence. 
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Do we sit and wait for the day when someone releases resurrected smallpox on 

an unvaccinated world? I’m a scientist, not a policy expert. But would it be wise 

for us to consider limiting the distribution of the tools of this emerging 

technology? 

So, at virtually the last possible moment, the smallpox-genome-prene made the 

leap from gene to cene and was saved from extinction.  I cannot think of an 

evolutionary miracle more remarkable.  

Recently, a group at the European Bioinformatics Institute has provided another 

interesting example of prene migration.  They have stored all of Shakespeare’s 

Sonnets in DNA molecules [Goldman].  Hence, the Shakespeare’s-Sonnet-154-prene 

began as a meme stored in Shakespeare’s brain, became a cene stored on a 

computer, and then a gene stored in DNA. 
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Why do bees kill themselves? 

In this section, we will use prenes to investigate the shocking number of 

suicides among honeybees.   

If a honeybee stings you, you’ll probably be angry because it really hurts.  You 

may find a bit of solace knowing that the bee that did this to you has just signed her 

own death warrant.  Her entrails will be ripped from her body. You probably hope that 

really hurts too.  It probably doesn’t, but that’s another story.  

So, why do bees sacrifice themselves in order to attack you? Suicide is not 

usually considered a good evolutionary strategy.  

 

 

Figure 5: Brave prene-warriors [Sacrifice] 
 

Here is one possible answer championed by Dawkins [Dawkins] and others.  As 

our understanding of molecular biology has grown, many scientists have come to view 

the struggle of living things to survive as a struggle between genes.  In this gene-

centric view, living things are built by their genes, their behavior is programmed by 

their genes, and their purpose for living is to preserve and reproduce their genes.  
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There are some scientists who find this view too reductionist and think that living things 

themselves deserve more prominence; I am not one of those scientists.  

The gene-centric explanation of the honeybee’s sacrifice may seem 

paradoxical: she (only worker honeybees sting, and all workers are female) has 

sacrificed her life to reproduce her genes, or in our language, to make new copies of 

the prenes stored in her DNA molecules.  While dying terminates her chance to 

reproduce, it also protects the hive, and increases the reproductive chances of the 

queen.  And here is the important bit: because of the bizarre nature of honeybee 

reproduction, the queen’s offspring share more genes in common with the worker than 

the worker’s own offspring would.  As a consequence, when the situation is just right, 

sacrifice can actually increase the overall chances that new copies of the worker’s 

genes will be created.  To take advantage of this, the worker’s genes have 

programmed the worker’s sacrifice in situations where that sacrifice is likely to increase 

the future copy-numbers of those genes.  

Does this gene-centric view explain all sacrifice in living things?  Let’s look at 

some more examples.  

Consider humans. Parents sacrifice for their children.  Sometimes the sacrifice 

is life itself, but most often it is more mundane, like getting up in the middle of the night 

to feed a newborn.  Because the children’s genes are also genes of the parents, the 

gene-centric explanation of such sacrifice works in much the same way as it did for the 

honeybees.  

But what about soldiers who sacrifice their lives for a cause?  Here the gene-

centric view fails to provide an explanation, because most members of the community 

that the soldier is protecting are not closely related to him genetically, and those that 

are, such as his children, are less likely to survive and reproduce once their parent is 

gone.   

But, if soldiers are not programmed by their genes to sacrifice themselves, why 

do they do it?   
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It is because they are programmed by a different set of prenes, those memes 

that we call beliefs.  For example, the soldier may have acquired American, or Islamic 

beliefs; he may believe in democracy or sharia law. Believers may transfer their beliefs 

to someone else, for example, by teaching.  When beliefs are transferred they are 

stored in new brains and hence copy-numbers rise.  

So, let’s look at the soldier’s sacrifice again; this time substituting his beliefs for 

his genes.  While dying terminates the soldier’s chances of transferring his beliefs 

directly to others, it also protects his community, and increases the chance that 

community members will transfer their own beliefs.  But, because the members of the 

soldier’s community are likely to share many of his beliefs, when the situation is just 

right, the soldier’s sacrifice can actually increase the overall chance that new copies of 

the soldier’s beliefs will be created.  To take advantage of this, the soldier’s beliefs 

have programmed the soldier’s sacrifice in situations where that sacrifice is likely to 

increase the future copy-numbers of those beliefs.  

You may object and say that the soldier doesn’t know anything about prene-

theory and isn’t thinking about his beliefs when he sacrifices himself.  You are probably 

right, but the bee doesn’t know prene-theory either and isn’t thinking about her genes 

when she sacrifices herself; nonetheless, it is apparent that her genes have 

programmed her to do it.  You may wonder how a set of beliefs can accomplish such 

programming.  Go watch the training of a squad of elite soldiers; that’s how.   

But if the soldier’s beliefs have programmed his ultimate sacrifice, what have 

your beliefs programmed you to do?  Also, where do beliefs come from anyway? 

These are some of the things we will address in subsequent sections.   

We can sum up the nature of sacrifice with a single prene-theoretic principle:  

  

Prenes may sacrifice copies in situations where that 

sacrifice is likely to increase future copy-numbers 
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Why do we die?  

In Why do bees kill themselves? we saw that prenes sometimes program the 

suicide of one of their own to increase future copy-numbers.  Prenes are also perfectly 

willing to let one of their own die of neglect if that will help.  In fact, this is often what 

they do, and unfortunately, you and I will very likely be victims of that neglect.  

So, why do we die4? Even worse, why do we die in less than 150 years? I will 

argue that it is not because our genes failed to build us to last longer, but because they 

had good reason not to try. Let’s start with an analogy. 

Assume that you are a car manufacturer designing next year’s model.  The 

style, emission control, etc. have all been settled. The last thing on your agenda is to 

determine how long the warrantee will be.  Your engineers have done extensive lab 

testing and sent you a cost/warrantee table: 

 

Metal in Car Cost to build Warrantee 

Tin $10,000 1 year 

Titanium $1,000,000 100 years 

 

So, for the same investment, you can build a fleet of tin cars that won’t last long, 

or a small number of titanium cars that will last a long time.   

Using your highly-developed business acumen, you opt to go with titanium.  You 

put the car into production, and the first one rolls off the line … and gets crushed by a 

                                            

 

4 The remarks in this section ultimately stem from consideration of thermodynamics. Death, not 
life, is the natural order of things.  To sustain life requires the constant expenditure of energy.  As a 
result, genes design their organisms to acquire energy efficiently.  Genes also determine how energy 
will be used. In this regard, perhaps the most important issue is how much to spend sustaining life and 
how much to spend creating and supporting offspring.  If you would like to pursue this further, you might 
start with the question: do trees die of old age? 
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passing truck.  You ask the engineers why the car did not last the promised one 

hundred years. They tell you it’s because the one-hundred-year number was “in the 

lab”.  They say that if you want to produce a car that will last one hundred years in the 

real world, they are not sure that it is possible at all, but they might be able to do it 

using spider-silk-wrapped carbon-nanotubes filled with depleted uranium at a cost of 

$1,000,000,000 per car.   

Now consider a mouse manufacturer. The next generation of mice will come 

from this generation of mice, and the mouse-gene-set5 will determine the physical 

attributes of the offspring.  Like the car manufacturer, for the same cost (roughly an 

amount of food), a mouse can build lots of baby mice which won’t last long, or a few 

baby mice which will last a long time.  

Unlike the car engineers, the mouse-gene-set must take the real world into 

account. There is no point investing in a baby mouse with an expensive heart designed 

to last a hundred years, if it is likely that within one year the baby will succumb to a cat 

or some other real-world killer such as starvation, predation, infection, accident, or 

exposure.   

                                            

 

5 A set of genes will be called a “gene-set”; meme-set, cene-set, and prene-set will be used 
similarly. 
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Figure 6: Later, when asked whether the mouse with the expensive heart or the mouse with the cheap 
heart tasted better, the cat replied that they both tasted about the same to him [Cat] 

 

Of course, the decisions gene-sets make on investments will have a great 

impact on longevity. In the case of the mouse (Mus musculus) we know that the genes 

have opted for a short life-expectancy. 

 

House mice usually live under a year in the wild, due to a high level of predation 

and exposure to harsh environments. In protected environments, however, they 

often live two to three years. [Wikipedia-House mouse] 

 

In the case of humans (Homo sapiens), the genes have chosen a longer life-

expectancy:  

In the Bronze and Iron Age life expectancy was 26: the 2010 world average was 

67.2.  [Wikipedia-Life-expectancy] 
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Like the car manufacturer, gene-sets hate to lose on their investments. Hence, 

gene-sets attempt to invested as little as possible in individuals that should be dead6.  

When making their investment decisions, gene-sets are dealing with a highly 

complex situation, but whatever they ultimately decide, it is imperative that some 

offspring live long enough to reach adulthood (i.e. sexual maturity), reproduce, and 

create the next generation.  In many species, this results in a “bimodal life expectancy” 

where the young typically die early, but those who reach adulthood typically live a long 

time.  

For example, to survive, a newly hatched sea turtle must cross a predator-laden 

beach to reach the ocean.  This and other perils presumably make the life expectancy 

of a newborn very short, perhaps measured in hours.  However, if a baby does survive 

until adulthood, it can expect to live a long time, perhaps many decades.  We will refer 

to the life expectancy (from birth) among the cohort of individuals that reach adulthood 

as the “adult life-expectancy”.   

  

In species with a bimodal life expectancy, a gene-set 

will invest little in individuals whose age exceeds the 

adult life-expectancy.  

Primates have a bimodal life expectancy and for them I find principle 3 so 

compelling that I consider it a standard by which other hypotheses should be judged.  

If a hypothesis contradicts principle 3 or explains observations that can be explained 

more easily using it, then I consider the hypothesis highly suspect.  

Let’s look at some of the implications of principle 3 in humans.  

                                            

 

6 Perhaps there is a more general prene-theoretic principle lurking here.  Roughly: A prenes-
set’s investment in an instrument is proportional to the value of that instrument to the prene-set.  
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Let’s begin with a question that may only be of interest to academics: What was 

the adult life-expectancy of Homo sapiens when we evolved about 200,000 years ago?  

Unfortunately, the first humans kept terrible records, so it is hard to say.  But we 

can reason about it.  Let’s start with a few facts:  

(1) Swedish census data indicates that between 1751 and 1800 the adult life-

expectancy was about 59 years [Berkeley].   

 (2) Currently, in the United States, the average age of perimenopausal onset 

(the beginning of irregular periods) is 47.5 years [Menopause].  

It is pretty clear why (1) is relevant; it is probably less clear why (2) is.  

Now let’s consider a few reasonable assumptions:   

(3) There seems little reason to think that adult life-expectancy changed much 

until the last several thousand years.  Then external threats such as starvation, 

predation, infection, accident, and exposure began to steadily diminish, thanks in large 

part to our memes (those prenes we store in our brains) which produced such things 

as: agriculture, architecture, engineering, commerce, public hygiene, antibiotics, and 

seatbelts.  As a result, our adult life-expectancy increased dramatically.   

(4)  It is reasonable to assume that the gene-set’s investment strategy with 

regards to offspring is essentially the same today as it was 200,000 years ago.  This is 

because by (3) significant evolutionary pressure to change the strategy would only 

have arisen in the last few thousand years, and because the human gene-set typically 

does not respond rapidly to change. This slow response to change is no accident; it is 

the result of fundamental principles of prene-theory that will be explored later (see 

Mutation, Lag-conditions).   

A brief look at the Wikipedia page “History of Sweden” suggests that Sweden 

had no major catastrophes, such as plague or great war, in the second half of the 18th 

century. So, using (3) we are led to suspect that adult life-expectancy 200,000 year 

ago was no more than it was in Sweden in the second half of the 18th century. So, we 

get that adult life-expectancy 200,000 year ago was at most 59.   
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Now let’s turn to (2).  

A woman is born with all of the primary oocytes she will ever have.  Each 

primary oocyte can give rise to at most one ovum (i.e. unfertilized egg), and ova can 

come from nowhere else.  How many primary oocytes should the genes provide a 

woman at birth?   

It is clear that, on average, the genes designed women to produce one ovum 

per month, starting at puberty.  It is also clear that the genes would be making a bad 

investment if they provided women with so many primary oocytes that they could 

continue producing one ovum per month for a thousand years – because no human 

would live that long.   

From (2) we know that the genes currently provide enough primary oocytes to 

maintain one ovum per month until age 47.5.   By (4) 200,000 years ago they provided 

the same amount.  The converse of Principle 3 tells us that since the genes opted to 

provide this many primary oocytes, it must be that the adult life-expectancy (at least for 

women7) 200,000 years ago was at least 47.5 years.  

Hence, we have pinned the adult life-expectancy 200,000 years ago between 

47.5 and 59 years.   

Now let’s look at some further implications of this reasoning:  

Why do women become perimenopausal?  That is easy, the adult life-

expectancy in the United States has risen to an impressive 84 years [Berkeley], but the 

                                            

 

7 At each moment, each human has a certain probability of dying.  For each group of humans 

there is a function from age to probability of death.  These functions impact the evolution of genes and 
should not be ignored by researchers in this area.  It is likely that men and women have very different 
functions, due to the risks of pregnancy and childbirth, and because the expense of raising children 
appears to fall disproportionately on the female.  Menopause removes or mitigates these burdens.  It is 
conceivable that the reason the genes introduced menopause was to extend the life of women.   This 
would also create a situation where post-menopausal women might survive long enough to help raise 
their last-born children. The so called “grandmother hypothesis” that woman were designed by the 
genes to become menopausal so that they could focus their energy on their grandchildren and other 
closely related individuals, is at best an oversimplification.  
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genes have only provided enough primary oocytes to sustain regularity for about 47.5 

years.  Similar reasoning explains why women become menopausal.  

There is a subtlety here worth exploring. The production of an ovum each month 

is a probabilistic phenomenon depending on the number of primary oocytes available 

and many other factors.  To achieve the production of one ovum per month, sufficiently 

many primary oocytes and other factors must be available each month to ensure that 

the probability is very near 1.  When the probability drops significantly below 1, a 

woman begins to miss periods – that is, she becomes perimenopausal – this occurs at 

47.5 years.   Menopause on the other hand is defined to be 12 consecutive months 

without a flow.  On average, this occurs at age 51 [Menopause].  A short calculation 

shows that this would happen when the probability has dropped to about 0.05.   So, 

post 47.5 a woman’s fertility is dropping rapidly. 

Notice that at the onset of menopause, the probability has not dropped to 0.  

Hence, we will occasionally see pregnancy and periods in women who have been 

diagnosed as menopausal [Wikipedia-Pregnancy]. 

More importantly, notice that ovulation does not stop abruptly at 47.5 years; it 

only begins to decline.  It seems likely that the fecundity of women is carefully 

controlled by the genes, and the probability of an ovum each month, rises abruptly at 

puberty, peaks prior to 47.5, and then declines.  Further analysis suggests that a 

genetically induced declining in functionality occurs in many human systems (see Lag-

conditions).  

I will refer to conditions that arise due to the lag time in a gene-set’s response to 

recent changes as “genetic-lag conditions”. So, menopause is a genetic-lag condition. 

As will be explored further in Lag-conditions, Principle 3 also implies that our 

hearts, brains, blood vessels, lungs, kidneys and pancreases were not built to last 

forever; they too were designed to work long enough to support our lives until at most 

age 59, and then they are on their own.  They will decline and loose functionality after 

that.  These losses of functionality are genetic-lag conditions.   
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I believe that genetic-lag conditions are the major cause of death among 

humans – more than any other thing, they are the reason we die.   

Are all lag-conditions genetic? No, lag-conditions are ubiquitous and associated 

with all manner of prenes. They have a major impact on human affairs.  Lag-conditions 

arise when prene-sets contain prenes that have become virtually immutable and inhibit 

rapid response to recent change.  For example, the Hebrew Bible, the New Testament, 

and the Quran store prenes that are virtually immutable (see A prene-theoretic view of 

History). The U.S. Constitution stores prenes that are extremely hard to amend.  

When the Western world bemoans the lack of flexibility of Islamic 

fundamentalists and criticizes their failure to adapt to the 21st century, they are 

reacting to the immutability of the prenes in the Quran that make the changes they 

would like to see virtually impossible.  Similarly, the first amendment to the Constitution 

enshrines a separation-of-church-and-state-prene.  So, when fundamentalist Islam 

calls for Sharia law, it is anathema to America, and change is highly unlikely.   

Before leaving the topic of why we die, I want to address the question of 

whether our genes actually try to kill us rather than just let us die of neglect.   Prenes 

would never do such a terrible thing, right? Wrong (see Prenes aren’t nice).  

In many species, the genes have designed their organisms with “time bombs” 

that ensure that they cannot live beyond a predetermined age. For example, the males 

of many species, from insects to marsupials, are designed to die after a single event or 

season of mating.  These males often die with deteriorated bodies, a manifestation of 

the gene’s goal to minimize investment in the dead.  Black widow spider genes get 

particularly high marks for their effort to liquidate residual investment.  Have our genes 

put time-bombs in us?  I suspect that they have.  
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For example, many mammalian cells appear to have cellular clocks8 known as 

telomeres that are stored at the tips of chromosomes [Wikipedia-Telomere]. It has 

*been suggested that these clocks count down with each cellular replication and so 

limit the number of times a cell can reproduce, and consequently how long an 

individual can live. Why do this? It has been hypothesized that such a limit is a defense 

against cancer.  Hence, the genes may have condemned us all to die, in order to 

enhance the prospects that the young will thrive.  Like burning a candle at both ends, a 

gene that enhances the prospect of the young to the detriment of the old may be 

favored9. 

If one wished to significantly extend the life-span of individuals, then repairing 

failing systems may not be enough; it may be necessary to diffuse these time bombs.    

 

                                            

 

8 If cellular clocks exist, and I suspect they do, then they open the door to many interesting 
possibilities.  For example, in theory, the immune system could exploit such clocks to learn how to 
distinguish self from non-self. A new born immune cell could be given a time limit to explore the body.  If 
it encounters a cognate antigen before the limit is reached, it kills itself.  Otherwise, it becomes mature 
and will mount an immune response if such a cognate antigen is ever encountered. We certainly do 
have global clocks (e.g. that maintain the circadian rhythm). The gestational clock stops at birth, this 
could also provide the signal for immune cells to mature. 

 

9 I have investigated this a bit mathematically, and in my models, sacrificing the life of the old to 
enhance the reproductive capacity of the young can be a clear winner for the genes. Hence, to the 
extent these models are any good, even in the absence of external threats, the genes would produce 
organisms with finite expected life times and would have to design their investment strategies as 
described in this chapter.    
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How to be an unsuccessful prene 

A successful prene, one that has many copies over a long period, is a 

magnificent thing exquisitely suited to its environment.   

In this brief section, I will describe a prene that has been unsuccessful and has 

no one to blame but itself.   

The Shakers were a Christian sect that arose from the Quakers in the mid-18th 

century England. To the usual Quaker-prene-set, they added a new “celibate-prene”: 

sex is forbidden.  I’ll skip the details, but guess how many Shakers there are today?   

 

Figure 7: Shakers dance and worship. “I saw in vision the Lord Jesus in his kingdom and glory… I was 
able to bear an open testimony against the sin that is the root of all evil; … the doleful works of the flesh” 

- Shakers’ Mother Ann Lee (ca 1770). [Shakers 1] 
 

No, you are wrong. Much to my surprise, the correct answer appears to be two 

[Shaker 2].  However, I suspect your answer will be correct soon enough.   
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The celibate-prene was ill-suited for its own survival and dragged the Shakers 

and the Shaker-prene-set down with it.  There are several reasons for this, among the 

most important of which are: 

1. The Shakers had to compete with the Quakers and other religious sects for 

survival.  That is, the Shaker-prene-set, the Quaker-prene-set, and other religious 

prene-sets were struggling to get stored in the same set of brains.  

2. The celibate prene foreclosed one of the most basic means by which prenes 

get into new brains: have children.  Human babies are born with an open channel for 

the transfer of memes from their parents.  It got that way because the genes arranged 

it to be so for their own survival.  The reason is obvious: getting the don’t-put-your-

hand-in-the-fire-meme from your parents helps you and your genes survive (see Your 

prene-set). 

Notice that successful religions don’t make the mistake of having the celibate-

prene in their prene-set.  For example, the Jewish and Christian prene-sets virtually 

begin with an anti-celibate prene: 

Be fruitful and multiply (Gen 1:28) 

For the same reason that the celibate-prene contributed to its own and the 

Shaker-prene-set’s failure, the be-fruitful-and-multiply-prene has contributed to its own 

and the Jewish and Christian prene-sets’ success.   

The Muslim-prene-set specifically exploits the parent-child channel. When a 

Muslim baby is born, his father whispers into his right ear the first words he will ever 

hear, the Shahada:  

God is great 

There is no god but Allah, Muhammad is the messenger of Allah 
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The selfish prene 

 

 

Figure 8: If prenes were people [Pirates] 

 

Prenes are not nice. Even the be-nice-prene is not nice. Prenes have one 

purpose: their own survival.  

A prene may form an alliance with other prenes to form a prene-set, but if that 

alliance becomes a burden, the prene will abrogate it without the slightest remorse.   

Consider the bread mold (Neurospora crassa). When placed in minimal-medium 

(basically, saltwater with sugar and an inorganic nitrogen source), the genes in the 

mold’s gene-set live happily with one another, merrily exploiting the medium for their 

common survival and reproduction.   

But, if you begin adding a regular supply of the nucleobase uracil to the 

medium, then you will find that changes occur.  After many generations, if you look at 

the DNA inside the mold, you will find that some of the original genes are missing. 
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Here is what happened: among the genes stored in the DNA prior to the 

addition of uracil, there was a subset that caused uracil to be synthesized from the 

chemicals found in the minimal-medium.  All the other genes really liked the uracil 

subset because without uracil the mold and hence they would perish.  However, once 

there was “free” uracil available, the rest of the genes asked: “what do we need those 

guys for?”; they turned on the uracil subset and cast them out [Wikipedia-Auxotrophy].  

Prene-sets are seldom happy places. When prenes share an instrument, such 

as a cell or a human, they will fight each other to control it.  If a subset of prenes gains 

control and induces behavior that is harmful to its fellow prenes, or the instrument itself 

(see The war within), well, that’s their problem. 

For example, since the goal of a gene-set is to increase copy number, it must 

design its organisms to both stay alive and reproduce.   But the genes dedicated to the 

former and those dedicated to the latter, while often collaborative, are sometimes at 

odds.  As many have observed, the peacock’s tail appears to increase the prospects of 

reproduction but decrease the prospects of survival. The peacock’s tail is an unhappy 

compromise among the genes. Such compromises are typical, and in many species, 

including humans, sexual activity involves risk.  
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The power of belief 

 

In Why do bees kill themselves, we saw that beliefs can program our physical 

behavior.  Can they also program our emotional behavior, and, it particular, how we 

feel?   

Consider the following true story: 

I once saw a video of a man skinning a cat alive and throwing it into a kettle of 

boiling water – I was repulsed and angered – however, the man in the video was 

just preparing dinner for his family and presumably had a very different 

response.   

The sad story of the delicious cat can teach us some valuable lessons about the 

nature of memes and behavior.  

My emotional response seemed spontaneous and visceral.  A priori, I would 

have thought that only my genes could induce such behavior.  However, since 

essentially the same stimuli led to quite a different response in the man, there is little 

chance that gene-sets were responsible.      

It seems clear, and, of course, comes as no surprise to sociologists, that the 

differences in responses can be traced to differences in cultures. I had acquired beliefs 

that cats were cute, and that harming animals was abhorrent.  The man in the video 

had acquired different beliefs. By the way, do you like lobster?  

Hence: 

  

Memes, and in particular beliefs, can induce 

physical and emotional behavior 

Let’s take a brief detour to clear up which memes are beliefs, and which are not.  

Some memes have a large impact on our behavior while others do not. For example, 
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the if-you-say-you-will-do-something-then-you-must-do-it-meme I acquired from my 

parents has had a big impact on my behavior, while the when-you-wish-upon-a-star-

your-dreams-come-true-meme I got from Walt Disney has had almost none.  

Informally, we might say that the difference is that I “believe” the former but not the 

latter.  

Turning this on its head, I use the term “belief” to denote a meme that has a 

significant impact on behavior (emotional, physical, mental, or otherwise).  In reality, 

there is no clear line that separates beliefs and non-beliefs; it is a continuum.   

It is not unusual for a person to acquire beliefs that dictate contradictory 

behaviors.  For example, an individual may acquire religious beliefs when young, and 

scientific beliefs during early adulthood.  The former may include creationism; the latter 

evolution.  When it comes time to vote on abortion issues, these beliefs may dictate 

contradictory behaviors.  Such situations can produce psychological distress. I’ll 

address this further in The wars within. 

There is another important lesson to be learned from the sad story of the 

delicious cat.  As best I can determine, my dramatic emotional response was not 

mediated by my conscious mind; it was entirely subconscious.  I believe that:  

  

People are often unaware when their memes are 

influencing their behavior 

These principles play out on a daily basis in our lives and impact even our 

mundane behavior.  

For example, most people seem to think that the opinion they express on a 

politically controversial topic such as abortion or gun control is “reasonable” or “true” or 

“based on science” or “derived from unassailable authority”, or, or, or.  In reality, for the 

most part, it is determined by the political beliefs they were taught when they were 
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young by their parents, their peers, their schools, their churches, the media, the 

Internet, etc.   

When you speak with someone of a different political persuasion, you may see 

them as unthinking parrots simply reciting the slogans fed to them by their political 

overlords.  You are probably right to think of them like that, but are you willing to think 

of yourself that way as well?    

Probably not.  We have all acquired (in a manner addressed in Humans) a 

variety of meme sets: political meme-sets, religious meme-sets, scientific meme-sets, 

occupational meme-sets, etc.  These sets are in your brain, and they are actively trying 

to use you to further their aims.  They don’t like being ignored.  So, part of the 

challenge of leaning prene-theory is learning to put on your science-hat and keep your 

other prene hats at bay.  

As an exercise, the next time you begin a political discussion with someone who 

does not share your beliefs, try seeing it from the prene-centric viewpoint. You and the 

other person are merely prene-warriors unconsciously in the service of political prene-

sets that have been at war for centuries.  Your discussion has been repeated, mutatis 

mutandis, millions of times, and likely with the same results: unresolved and often 

unpleasant disagreement.  In the future, perhaps you will listen to your mother’s 

advice. 

 

 

Figure 9: Linus the prene-theorist. [Schultz] 
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Mutation 

Darwin taught us that mutation is the driving force behind biological evolution.  It 

is generally accepted among biologists that a sequence of mutations led from one-

celled animals to us.  In fact, mutation drives all prene evolution, and understanding 

prenes without understanding mutation is not possible.   

I will argue that our common understanding of mutation is in need of refinement; 

it is far less random and far more algorithmic than is commonly thought.  Later, in 

Hamlet’s soliloquy’s struggle, I will argue that natural selection is far more chaotic and 

far less deterministic than is commonly thought.  

Put informally, “mutation and natural selection” is an endless programming 

contest where it is never quite clear what the judges are looking for.  
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Mutation of prenes 

It is a common belief, even among biologists, that mutation is the result of 

random change.  In fact, this is far from the case. Typically: 

  

Mutation is exquisitely controlled change carefully 

programmed by prenes 

I will start with a sports analogy. You are the owner of a professional sports 

team that has just won the championship. Do you trade some players?  The initial 

response is no; don’t touch anything.  But, is this the wisest thing to do? You can be 

virtually certain that next season will not be exactly the same as this one. Things 

change: players change, other teams change, rules change, the weather changes, 

interest rates fluctuate, etc.  So perhaps you should consider some trades to prepare 

for the changes you think might come.   

You have many choices. You may think that next season’s rules will severely 

penalize players who do not sing beautifully; so, you may decide to trade the entire 

team for the Vienna Boys Choir.  You have made a change in anticipation of a future 

that has virtually no chance of materializing, and consequently you will have virtually 

no chance to repeat as champion.  But, what if you look at your players and see an 

aging veteran at the end of his career who spends most games sitting on the bench?  

Do you trade him for an untested young player with great promise? Perhaps you do. 

You cannot be sure it’s a wise move, and you would have to look very closely at the 

veteran, the rookie, and a lot of other things, but under the right circumstances, it might 

be a risk worth taking.  Presumably, many successful owners take such risks from time 

to time.  

Each time you gamble with change, you may win or you may lose. But, if you 

want to increase your chances of winning, you do not gamble recklessly, you very 

carefully choose your bets.   
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Successful prene-sets are master gamblers, because those that aren’t are 

destine for extinction.  Let’s look at an example. 

Consider the HIV virus and its gene-set. Very roughly speaking, biological 

evolution is like a 3.6 billion-year single-elimination tournament, so the fact that the 

virus exists at all is a powerful demonstration that its current “gene team” is a 

champion. Should the owner of the team, the gene-set itself, make changes?  In this 

case, we know what the gene-set has decided: make lots and lots of changes.  In fact, 

the HIV gene-set insists on so many changes that virtually all daughters are mutants. 

Can this really be wise? It is, and there are many reasons why, here is an important 

one:  

Through evolution, HIV has “learned” that the future is always dismal. An HIV 

virus lives in a human with an immune system.  The immune system is like a trillion-

person police force composed of cells.  Those cells are constantly on the lookout for 

intruders.   

From the point of view of an immune cell, HIV looks like a ball wearing a coat 

made of glycoproteins.  The first immune cell to spot an HIV intruder sends “kill on 

sight”-posters with a picture of the coat to the other police.  The virus is now the 

hunted.  

What would you do if you were the virus? Yep, change the coat – put on a 

disguise.  Well, that is exactly what the gene-set has designed the virus to do. A 

daugther of an HIV virus almost never wears the same coat as its parent.  
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Figure 10: HIV mother and her daughters at a checkpoint [Checkpoint] 
 

This is how HIV does it.  The virus stores its gene-set in RNA molecules. To 

increase the copy-numbers of the genes, the organism makes a new copy of itself - 

including its RNA molecules. To make new copies of these molecules, the organism 

uses a wonderful protein called a polymerase. Polymerase proteins are what life is all 

about, without them DNA and RNA molecules don’t reproduce, cells don’t reproduce, 

and you don’t reproduce. 

There are slightly different polymerases in different species, but all polymerases 

are similar. They are really, really small, about 15,000 of them side-by-side would be 

the diameter of a human hair, and they all behave like jugglers on a tightrope.  In our 

wildest dreams, we scientists could not build nano-machines even remotely as 

amazing as the polymerase proteins.  
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Figure 11: The Amazing Poly: juggler extraordinaire [Polymerase] 

 

Think of a nucleic acid molecule as a strand of beads, where each bead can 

have one of four possible colors.  A polymerase protein will hop onto a strand and 

begin to move down the beads.  As it passes each bead it reads the color and uses 

that as a guide to put a bead of the appropriate color onto a new strand it is stringing.  

When it is done, the new strand stores the same gene as the original one did – unless 

the polymerase makes a mistake.  

One thing that humans can be proud of is that their polymerase almost never 

makes a mistake. It only puts a bead of the wrong color into the new strand about once 

in every ten billion beads.  By comparison, the HIV polymerase is pathetic; it puts the 

wrong bead into the new strand once in every few thousand beads.   

The HIV virus should be ashamed of its polymerase. Well, it’s not, and it did it 

on purpose. Why?  The wrong beads often result in daughters with mutated 

glycoprotein coats.  As a result, when the immune system’s police show up looking for 

the original intruder’s coat, the daughters are already wearing next season’s fashion 

and are allowed to pass unmolested.   
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Eventually, the immune system will figure out the deception, begin searching for 

the new coats, and the process will repeat.  

When all is said and done, the HIV gene-set has used the polymerase-gene to 

ensure a rapid rate of mutation of the glycoprotein-gene.  In contrast, the human gene-

set has largely abstained from such polymerase-based change.  

Prene-sets are remarkably subtle in controlling how often they gamble and 

where bets are placed. For example, the human gene-set uses a process called V(D)J 

rearrangement to create a high rate of mutation in the genes that encode antibodies 

[Wikipedia-Antibody].  Antibodies look like the letter Y. The bottom stem is called the 

constant region and the two raised arms are called the variable regions. The human 

gene-set has arranged for the antibody genes to mutate in such a way that the variable 

regions change extremely rapidly while the constant region hardly changes at all.  

In general: 

  

Prene-sets carefully choose the rates at which prenes 

mutate  

Since prenes make these choices, and prenes themselves mutate, the rates 

evolve over time. We could call the changes in these rates, meta-evolution.  There is 

also meta-meta-evolution, etc.  

The virus had many options of how to change, it could have cut up its genome 

and randomly rearranged it, or it could have replaced A’s with C’s, or a million other 

things.  It is easy for a living thing to create genetic diversity, but most changes lead to 

disaster.   

Consider sexual reproduction; it creates diversity. Each human parent stores 

their gene-set on 23 pairs of chromosomes; as a result, each pair of parents has the 

potential to create about:  

100,000,000,000,000 
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genetically distinct children (I will ignore crossover and other phenomena here).  That’s 

a lot of diversity. Since each child’s gene-set comes from parental gene-sets that have 

already demonstrated success, there is a good chance the child will be viable and a 

small chance he will actually be superior to both parents.   

But why not have 100 pairs of chromosomes? Then each pair of parents would 

have the potential to create about:  

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 
 

genetically distinct children; an astronomically huge increase in diversity.   How come 

the human gene-set has not figured that out?  Well, it is likely that somewhere in time 

all kinds of mutational strategies were tried by gene-sets, but most were failures. 

  

In the prene-world, the creation of diversity per se 

has no value; only judicious diversity is rewarded.  

What is the proper rate of mutation for each prene in a prene-set?  Like so 

many questions that confront prene-sets, there is no obvious answer, but the decision 

a prene-set ultimately makes will have profound implications for its survival.  I will touch 

on this further in Lag-conditions.  

Before leaving this topic, a brief aside regarding HIV. Its mutational strategy 

works. There are an estimated thirty-five million humans infected with the HIV virus.  

Like all living things, HIV is amazing. Let me try to give you some sense of why.   

You may have wondered about the image on the front of this book.  It shows 

Thomas Jefferson, Karl Marx, David Ogilvy (“the father of advertising”), Jesus, Buddha, 

the Democratic party, the Republican party, Escherichia Coli, Tyrannosaurs Rex, and 

the Stuxnet computer virus. These were prene-warriors par excellence.  The image 

depicts my fantasy of getting them all together so that I could discuss prenes with 

them.  What methods did they use to spread prenes? What was the result of spreading 
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them? How did other prene-sets react? And a lot more.  Alas, that is not possible, but 

we can still make use of the image itself.  

It is stored in a file of 1,679,268 bytes.  Here is a much lower resolution version:  

 

 

Figure 12: Successful prene-warriors (in 2,814 bytes) 
 

It is stored in a file of just 2,814 bytes. You can’t store much in 2,814 bytes, 

right?  What about the HIV gene-set? How many bytes would be needed to store it as 

a sequence of A’s, C’s, G’s and U’s (for Uracil)? Only 2,437.  Less than the low-

resolution image above. Nonetheless, in the real world, the HIV gene-set builds and 

operates the HIV virus, which infects humans, survives, and reproduces despite 

immune systems and drugs.  The HIV gene-set is a masterpiece of programming, way 

better than anything our computer industry could write, and worthy of our admiration.   

The human gene-set requires a file of roughly 750,000,000 bytes; so, imagine how 

cleverly you and your brain have been programmed.  

Like all humans, I have many beliefs and these beliefs need not be consistent.  I 

can admire HIV with one set of beliefs and abhor it with another.  By adopting a prene-

centric view, perhaps I can acquire a useful understanding of the viral enemy [Adleman 

2, Margolick]. 

So, to sum up: 
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Mutation is the process by which prenes act on other 

prenes to produce new prenes 

Mutation always takes place within physical objects. In the most important cases, it 

takes place within cells, brains, or computers. The process is essentially the same in 

all cases and it is always algorithmic in character.  It is useful to think of the prenes that 

are taking action as algorithms, the prenes being acted upon as inputs, and the prenes 

that are created as outputs.  This algorithmic view is most easily seen when cenes 

mutate within computers10.  In mathematics we have learned that algorithms can use 

other algorithms, and even themselves, as inputs, so the situation can become 

beautifully complex.  The HIV “polymerase mutation algorithm” we just considered 

demonstrates how refined things have become, and how purposeful mutation is; it is 

anything but random11. 

                                            

 

10 A brief comment about programmed mutation is within the cell.  Because the protein folding 
problem is NP-complete, there are amino acid sequences that cannot fold quickly in Nature, since 
otherwise we would let them fold, image their structures (e.g. using cryo-EM), and use this approach to 
solve NP-complete problems quickly.  If cells allowed for random mutation of the DNA that encodes 
proteins, it is very likely the resulting protein would not fold in the life of the cell (or perhaps the life of the 
universe).  Hence, it is incumbent on cells to carefully program such mutation to ensure that mutants 
have a high probability of folding quickly.  V(D)J rearrangement is an example of such programming.  
This may be a reason why proteins are found in classes with similar structures.   

11 Why have biologists come to think of mutation as random? Certainly, random events produce 
mutations. For example, cosmic rays damage DNA bases and do it largely in a random fashion.  
However, mutations produced by random events seldom persist, because gene-sets typically invest 
heavily in mechanisms to correct them. For example, the human gene-set creates hordes of enzymes to 
repair cosmic ray damage.  In general, when random mutations occur, they persist only if the gene-set 
desired them, or determined that their repair was not worth the expense.  
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Mutation of prene-sets 

While the prenes within a prene-set mutate, the prene-set as a whole mutates 

by the addition or removal of members.  In How to be an unsuccessful prene we 

considered the Shaker-prene-set which arose from the Quaker-prene-set by the 

addition of the celibate-prene. In Prenes aren’t nice we considered the bread mold 

gene-set which mutated by removing the uracil genes.   

Addition and removal are important processes and the laws governing them 

should be explored in depth.  I have not given them the attention they deserve, but the 

following principle has emerged:  

  

The earliest members of a prene-set have the least 

likelihood of being removed and the slowest rate of 

mutation.   

For example, within the American-prene-set, the prenes in the Constitution 

change very slowly, but the prenes in ordinary laws and regulations come and go.  The 

Abrahamic religions have different scripture, but many prenes stored in the oldest 

books, those of the Torah, are common to all.  

In fact, highly successful prene-sets, those with large copy numbers over long 

periods of time, typically have a virtually immutable core composed of the oldest 

prenes.  Surrounding this core are shell after shell of prenes whose stability is 

proportional to their tenure.  At the boundary of the prene-set are the newest and most 

labile prenes in a swirling maelstrom of mutation.   

I call those prenes at or near the boundary “ephemera” (i.e. short-lived), and 

those at or near the core “endura” (derived from enduring, durable, hardened).  
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Figure 13: The morphology of a prene-set 

 

It will sometimes be convenient to distinguish two types of prene-sets: those 

largely stored as genes will be called “biological prene-sets”, and those largely stored 

as memes will be called “societal prene-sets”.  For example, political, religious, 

national, economic, artistic, vocational, and scientific prene-sets are societal.  A human 

instrument of a societal prene-set is called a “follower”. 

It is often the case that a societal prene-set’s endura ends up stored in durable 

objects. For example, religions typically store theirs in books called scripture; 

governments store theirs in what are sometimes called founding documents.  In the 

case of Islam, both governmental and religious endura are stored in the Quran.   

The Ten-Commandments-prene is a good example of religious endura. It has 

been stored in scripture for thousands of years and has become virtually immutable; it 

is as if it were written in stone.   
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Especially when stored in durable objects, endura become syntactical objects, 

that acquire meaning only when semantics is provided.  It is not unusual to see 

societal prene-sets erupt into civil war over the “correct” meaning and who gets to 

provide it.  

For example, the Protestant reformation is (yes, it still goes on) a Christian civil 

war fought over whether Popes or ordinary people get to interpret the endura stored in 

the Bible (see A prene-theoretic view of History).  In the United States, the American 

endura stored in the Constitution is interpreted by the Supreme Court, and the 

Democratic and Republican parties engage in a civil war (currently without physical 

violence) partly over who gets onto the Court and gets to do the interpreting.  

When civil wars erupt due to interpretation, the combatants start by sharing the 

endura of their parent.  If they survive long enough, they may eventually develop their 

own endura.  But this process may take a long time and while it is proceeding the 

situation can be chaotic. For example, the Republican and Democratic parties, store 

“trial endura” every four years in the platforms they produce at their political 

conventions.  But consideration of the platforms through time shows that the prenes 

they store change rapidly and are not logically consistent.  It is not unusual for parties 

to adopt positions once held by their opponents and which they previously railed 

against.  

Figure 14: Parchment sheet 4Q41 of Dead Sea Scroll storing the Ten-Commandments-prene. [Halevi] 
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Death to mutants! 

The following principle is useful when considering the fate of mutant prene-sets: 

  

Typically, a mutant prene-set must face all the 

survival challenges the parental prene-set faces and 

must compete with the parental prene-set itself.  

 

 

Figure 15: The fate of mutants [Mutants] 
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The extent of the competition between a parental prene-set and its mutant will 

depend on the nature of the mutation.  For example, in the case of societal prene-sets, 

a mutation in ephemera may elicit only mild competition (e.g. disagreement), while one 

involving endura may produce a vigorous response (e.g. war) (see A prene-theoretic 

view of History).  

As a result of principle 10, a mutant will typically have one of three destinies: 

extinction, supremacy, or co-existence.  

Extinction is the most common destiny for a mutant prene-set.  Few mutants 

can survive the challenges that the parental prene-set faces, even fewer can 

successfully compete with the parent. 

For example, most HIV mutants are unsuccessful, because they cannot 

assemble correctly, infect cells, reproduce, avoid the immune system, or do a 

thousand other things their parent was able to do.  But, even if a mutant can do all the 

things its parent did, it must still compete for resources.  If it cannot increase copy 

numbers faster than the parent, it will cease to exist.    

Supremacy occurs when, despite the challenges, a mutant thrives and drives 

the parent to extinction.  This is rare.   

For example, occasionally an HIV may mutate in such a way that it 

simultaneously acquires a new coat that allows it to escape the immune system, and 

enhanced ability to do the things its parent did. As a result, the parent will cease to 

exist within the host.  But, even if a mutant achieves supremacy, it will constantly be 

challenged by new mutants “seeking” to drive it to extinction.    

Coexistence occurs when both the parental prene-set and the mutant prene-set 

survive.  When a mutant prene-set and its parent prene-set coexist, they do not stop 

competing.  As a result, coexistence is a temporary state that ends with the extinction 

of at least one of the competitors.  

For example, in about 1770, the Shaker-prene-set, arose as a mutant of the 

Quaker-prene-set in the brain of Mother Ann Lee (How to be an unsuccessful prene).  
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The two have coexisted for over two hundred years.  But the smart money is on the 

Quakers to be victorious.   

Starting in 1517, Martin Luther created a civil war known as the Protestant 

Reformation (see A prene-theoretic view of History).  The competition between the 

Catholic-prene-set and the Protestant-prene-set has determined much of modern 

European history.  At any particular time, this competition may be “hot” or “cold”.  For 

example, today the two compete without a great deal of violence, but in the 16th and 

17th century, this was not the case. The end of this competition is nowhere in sight.  

The Muslim-prene-set and the Jewish-prene-set coexist, but the competition 

between them is currently violent.   

So how do you fight a prene-war? I will speculate on this in Prene-warrior. 
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The Following Chapters Are Not Included In This Excerpt 
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When prenes collide 
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Prene-warrior 
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The war within 
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The gold star of truth 
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A short history of prenes 
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The rise of the cenes12  

                                            

 

12 Reality has to some extent stolen my thunder. While most of what appears in this section was 
apparent at least a quarter century ago, the development of computers and their cenes has been so 
rapid that many of the surprising things that were anticipated have now occurred or are anticipated by 
virtually everyone.  
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Hamlet’s soliloquy’s struggle 

ou wear).   
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Humans 
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What a piece of work is a man?  
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Your prene-set 
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There is no escape! 
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The silver stars you wear 
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How the brain captures memes 
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How the brain processes memes 
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Happiness  
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Do humans deserve more credit?  
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The primacy of prenes 
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Human discourse 
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Lag-conditions 
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A prene-theoretic view of History  
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